School News
Hello everyone,
Happy Valentine’s Day! Today the school marked the
celebration by allowing students to come in dressed
to impress their Valentine by wearing something red
or pink! £1.00 was offered for the privilege and funds
raised will go towards PTA funds. Thanks to Hillary
Price for coming up with the idea.

The School received a very interesting
visit from Harry this week, a Swiss artist
travelling the world on his yacht,
sharing his project and invention the ‘GCube’, Harry showed by compressing
plastic waste and using resin to make a cube, how this
could be used to create Art whilst promoting a
solution to the global waste problem. You can find
more information on www.g-cubes.com
“G-Cube is working with you, students and children all
over the world! Our common goal is to create
together a big cube monument made of 1000 small
cubes to make people aware of plastic waste. By
compressing your plastic waste you don’t use any
energy and you help to reduce and re-use plastic
waste in order to keep your island clean.

Thank you for inviting us
to your school.
Harry & Sabina.”
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minutes from 12:30 to make sure you have

Farewell Harry & Layla

eaten and drunk water.

Kingball!
This week in PE, Year 1/2 learned a new game –
Kingball! We had to be very quick on our feet
to bounce the ball back to the other players.
Next week we will continue our swimming at
Two Boats Pool with Mrs Roberts and her
Reception class. Mr Britten

Harry and Layla leave for the UK soon and this was
their last week of school. They have had an enjoyable
time here and made some good friends. It was great
to have them join our school and we wish them all the
best in their new school.

Ascension Volcanoes – Year 9
Information Update at Museum

ASDAN Progress

We have been very lucky on Ascension to have
expert Volcanologists studying our island and
have made many interesting discoveries over the
last few years. The Island Museum has a section
on Ascension’s volcanoes, which in light of recent
discoveries is now out of date. Year 9 are
studying volcanoes at the moment and as part of
unit will be updating the information at the
Museum.

Cory Phillips – YR 11 has been working on his ASDAN
Silver Challenge and last week and he was delighted
to complete his school sign which he made to improve
a Garden Project at school. Well done Cory!
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times should start
at 12:45pm, to ensure that everyone has had
time to eat their lunch. Some students are not
eating at all, or rushing to eat their food
before the next lesson, which can cause
indigestion.

So please use that first 15

Have a great weekend,
Ms Carolyn Yon,
Acting Head teacher.

